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ON JOB QUANTITATIVE ANALYTICAL SKILLS CAPACITY BUILDING TRAINING 

(100% HANDS-

This training program is designed to empower organization staff

with comprehensive hands-on quantitative Analytical skills. 

Program rationale .   

A staff or a person without quantitative skills, waste ti

cases when it comes to report product

These kind of skills are not only vital to senior people only, but also the junior staff

driver in accompany, need to know the consumption capacity of the car he drives to 

forecast on whether it needs mechanical checkup or

need to learn how to generate inventory databases and performance of the needs analysis, the 

middle and senior staff, need to learn on how to develop individual/departm

databases for bigger and minor projects

Data analysis statistically as well as production of analytical reports.  A company with a well 

setup team, full of quantitative skills, enjoys

development, it saves lots of money 

enjoys the monopoly of involvement in

hence, is always occupies. “Every company and 

and 99% of the them , they need someone with extensive quan

staff have one?”    

 Program converge  

The training will be diversified in all fields (Health, Economics, 

Environment, Legal, Crime, education, Finance

about, it may be your academic data

enable participants gain deeper knowledge on the applicability of the practice acquired. 

also carry your data with you for guidance 

If your office deals with Data, research, Management, consultancy, a

this is golden opportunity for you, as 

staff is required to write a report;

hence every one need to attend this.
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is designed to empower organization staff, and other interested parties 

on quantitative Analytical skills.  

person without quantitative skills, waste time on producing baseless facts

cases when it comes to report production, many are found of assuming figures (forging values)

kind of skills are not only vital to senior people only, but also the junior staff

in accompany, need to know the consumption capacity of the car he drives to 

on whether it needs mechanical checkup or its fine, an office attendant /administrator 

need to learn how to generate inventory databases and performance of the needs analysis, the 

middle and senior staff, need to learn on how to develop individual/departmental

and minor projects, Every person need to critically understand and perform 

Data analysis statistically as well as production of analytical reports.  A company with a well 

setup team, full of quantitative skills, enjoys the benefit of stability and accelerated growth and 

development, it saves lots of money it would spend of consultants, and if it’s an employ, he 

enjoys the monopoly of involvement in all assignments and projects in accompany/organization

. “Every company and employer today is searching for a

, they need someone with extensive quantitative skills, but

The training will be diversified in all fields (Health, Economics, and social

Environment, Legal, Crime, education, Finance M&E and all other forms of data you may think 

, it may be your academic data).  The training will borrow lessons from all disciplines to 

enable participants gain deeper knowledge on the applicability of the practice acquired. 

also carry your data with you for guidance -Excel/SPSS files etc) 

If your office deals with Data, research, Management, consultancy, academic among others, then 

for you, as a company or an individual. In organizations

report; hence every report requires empirical values well analyzed

this. 
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Kampala Uganda and   Rwanda Kigali 

, and other interested parties 

me on producing baseless facts . In most 

many are found of assuming figures (forging values). 

kind of skills are not only vital to senior people only, but also the junior staff need it.: a 

in accompany, need to know the consumption capacity of the car he drives to enable him 

attendant /administrator 

need to learn how to generate inventory databases and performance of the needs analysis, the 

ental/Management 

, Every person need to critically understand and perform 

Data analysis statistically as well as production of analytical reports.  A company with a well 

the benefit of stability and accelerated growth and 

spend of consultants, and if it’s an employ, he 

assignments and projects in accompany/organization, 

today is searching for a skilled person 

but do you or your 

and social, Agriculture, 

and all other forms of data you may think 

from all disciplines to 

enable participants gain deeper knowledge on the applicability of the practice acquired. (you can 

cademic among others, then 

In organizations, at least every 

empirical values well analyzed, 
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Program content. 

1) General introduction to applied statistics and mathematics (computer based hands

(Descriptive statistics, General inferential statistics, why, when and where to use them)

2) Practical introduction to hypothesis testing and general 

assessments, business modeling and general scientific inquiry (using data to answer 

research questions, objectives and hypothesizes)

detailed explanations as to why

work.  

3) Introduction to analytical software (SPSS

analytical software (hands

4) Practical introduction data entry and general data validation

5) Practical introduction to data 

Variate and multivariate levels of analysis, and general research /analytical model 

development and conclusions. 

6) Practical introduction to Analytical report writing, principles, approaches, format

general report conclusions 

Program time table .  

Training city Venue 

Kampala-Uganda Makerere University 
school of food science

Rwanda-Kigali Extra in guest house, 
Kacyru, along King F
hospital 

 Lunch will be provided at the training venue 

 

Note. The trainer will provide the participants with analytical software’s, therefore persons with 

personal computers are highly encourage to attend with them , to ease software installations and 

give out  , as well as take home exercises. 
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General introduction to applied statistics and mathematics (computer based hands

(Descriptive statistics, General inferential statistics, why, when and where to use them)

Practical introduction to hypothesis testing and general probability applied in research, 

assessments, business modeling and general scientific inquiry (using data to answer 

research questions, objectives and hypothesizes)-Practically. The program will provide 

detailed explanations as to why, when and where these tools are applied in the day to day 

analytical software (SPSS and general Database development with the

analytical software (hands-on).  

Practical introduction data entry and general data validation 

Practical introduction to data analysis using the analytical software at , 

Variate and multivariate levels of analysis, and general research /analytical model 

development and conclusions.  

Practical introduction to Analytical report writing, principles, approaches, format

general report conclusions and recommendations.  

Dates Time 

Makerere University 
school of food science 

Wed-Saturday 
4th-7th/05/2016  

9am-4pm  

Extra in guest house, 
Kacyru, along King Faisal 

Tuesday-Friday  
10th-13th/05/2016 

9am-4pm 

Lunch will be provided at the training venue  

The trainer will provide the participants with analytical software’s, therefore persons with 

personal computers are highly encourage to attend with them , to ease software installations and 

give out  , as well as take home exercises.  

General introduction to applied statistics and mathematics (computer based hands-on) 

(Descriptive statistics, General inferential statistics, why, when and where to use them) 

probability applied in research, 

assessments, business modeling and general scientific inquiry (using data to answer 

The program will provide 

e tools are applied in the day to day 

and general Database development with the 

al software at , University, Bi-

Variate and multivariate levels of analysis, and general research /analytical model 

Practical introduction to Analytical report writing, principles, approaches, format and 

Fees per 

participant, 

paid at the 

venue 

250,000Ugx 

100,000RWF 
(130$) 

The trainer will provide the participants with analytical software’s, therefore persons with 

personal computers are highly encourage to attend with them , to ease software installations and 
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Cheques payments will only be accepted from companies/o

staff, but after prior communication with management to provide them with the ground payment 

name. 

Training and other reading materials will be provided to all participants in softcop

Certificates on statistical data analysis will be awarded to each and every 

completions of the training  

How to register for the program

Participants can register as an organization or as individuals. 

Send your true names /names 

williamsebunje@gmail.com  

+256783723216/+256700191371

+256700191371/ .  For more information visit 
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will only be accepted from companies/organizations sending more than 3

staff, but after prior communication with management to provide them with the ground payment 

Training and other reading materials will be provided to all participants in softcop

Certificates on statistical data analysis will be awarded to each and every 

How to register for the program 

Participants can register as an organization or as individuals.  

Send your true names /names of participants to  wsainovation@gmail.com 

  or register my phone on 

/+256700191371/+250781486349 or whatsapp your true details on 

For more information visit www.wsainnovations.org  

rganizations sending more than 3  

staff, but after prior communication with management to provide them with the ground payment 

Training and other reading materials will be provided to all participants in softcopy form.  

Certificates on statistical data analysis will be awarded to each and every participant upon 

 with a copy to 

or register my phone on 

true details on 


